Attach mounting brackets to underside of desk/credenza worksurface where they will attach to the bridge/return worksurface. Center the brackets with the edge of the worksurfaces. Attach brackets to desk/credenza using the provided #10 x 5/8” pan head screws (Figure A).

Align the bridge or return unit with the desk/credenza. Position the tops so the outer edge of the main unit and return unit are flush and tight against each other with no gaps. Fasten the flat brackets to the return/bridge with the included #10 x 5/8” pan head screws (Figure B).

Align the desk/credenza end panel and the bridge/return unit modesty panel to eliminate any gaps. This can be done by adjusting the levelers up/down on the desk/credenza and/or return. When all gaps are eliminated, attach the desk/credenza to the bridge/return using the connecting rail and the included #8 x 1 1/4” washer head screws. Re-level units (Figure C).

Proper product installation, in accordance with these instructions, is the responsibility of the installing agent. If you have any questions concerning these instructions, please call National Customer Care Teams.